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Finding ways to connect on a spiritual level with teens can be difficult. With these simple, 10-minute

devotionals, parents can maximize their devotional time with their teens and prepare and equip

them with the strong spiritual foundation they need. Written by youth expert Joe White, Fuel makes

it easy and practical for parents to connect spiritually with their teens in just minutes a day.
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i have read many devotion books, but after a few days i got bored.Joe White breaks it down 2 where

both the teens & the parents can get something out of it.his format is SO easy. there's a bible

passage, then a story about his experiences or other ppl's stories that relate 2 the passage above,

then there're questions about the message. the questions really question ur relationship w/ God.if u

wanna start walkin right w/ Jesus then buy this book 2day:)

We were looking for a devotional book that would work for our family. We have children ages 11, 12,

&14. Have only done a few of the devotions so far but we are really enjoying it. It gets everyone

talking.

This is a great devotional! It can be as short at 10 minutes or as long as 30 minutes depending on

the discussions. I find that the topics are helpful and relevant to both the teens and parents. It's a

wonderful tool to get your teens talking more in detail rather than just "yes", "no" answers. I highly



recommend it.

Got this for my 15 year old son. We have only read through the first two, but so far we both really

like it. I find that asking him the questions at the end of each one, letting him think about them, then

having him actually answer them later in the day works really well. It gives him an opportunity to

process and then having him actually verbally answer in his own words is a very profitable exercise.

When you move the concepts you know in your mind, and have known for years (or have been

told), into words of your own choosing, it very much solidifies even the basics of your faith. I would

recommend this book for 13 and older for sure.

This was an excellent tool for engaging our teenage boys into Godly wisdom and timely discussion

for dealing with difficult issues in the secular world today. We will use this as a reference for several

years and with our daughter as well when she reaches her teens!

We purchased this for dinner time devotions as a family. It is biblical - each lesson starts with a

scripture reading, then there is a "story", and then discussion questions. It keeps us in the Word as

a family, but it is a non-threatening format for those who are uncomfortable doing a devotion like this

with other people. Each member of our family participates in the discussion, and it is amazing how

often the topic of the devotion correlates with what we are going through that day. We love it!

We needed some guidance for devotions at the dinner table and this book has been great. The

stories are good and the questions are challenging, for the teens as well as for the parents.We have

kids ranging from 10-18 and it could happen that we need to skip a day as we find the subject a little

too mature for the little ones. This is not strange since this is a book for teens and doesn't make this

book less appropriate for little kids, however I would screen what is going to be read if you would

like to use it for younger kids.

I really enjoy these devotions and how they are written and challenging for our family (boys 13, 15,

17). The only negative (which is totally just my preference) is that the main scriptures follow the

order of the NT. I felt we needed a little more variety in the flow. The individual devotions though are

well written and perfect for the ages of my boys.
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